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Shelf talkers are manufactured in clear or non relflective PVC. 
sizes to suit all needs.

SB3
Adhesive return fixes to shelf.
Ticket is angled upwards.

Minimum order 500 units of any one type

Shelf Talkers

SB7
Rear return fits most standard EPOS 
extrusions.  



Ideal for use in bakeries, butchers, hotels and delicatessens.

Minimum order 500 units of any one type

CHC-3
Small card holder with memo clip.
Card holder accepts material up to 0.5mm.
Card holder size (mm) 25w 17h.
Memo clip holds material up to 9mm thick.
Clear and white plastic.

CHC-6
Large card holder  with rod clip.
Card holder accepts material up to 0.5mm.
Card holder size (mm) 54w 20h.
Rod clip clamps on to pole diameter 15 to 25mm thick.
Clear and white plastic.

Price Ticket Holders



Flips up to show price details enabling barcode to be scanned
And for easy removal of products from shelf.

❖Sizes available ex stock  210w x 100h, 210w x 75h, 105w x 75h (mm).

❖P.O.S. slides in and out

❖Additional information can be printed on rear of  P.O.S.

❖Promotes specific product lines

❖Identifies product areas in store

❖Easy to install

❖Easy to change

❖Can be adapted to fit virtually all
shelving systems

❖Various heights and lengths are 
available

❖Customers and staff can easily access stock
on shelves

Hinged Shelf Talkers



Data Strip
Available in clear/clear with adhesive tape and
a roof to protect the label.
Size (mm) 35H 1220L

39H 1220L

Strip
Transparent strip with strong adhesive tape 
1220 mm long.

Magnetic Strip
Available in white. 25mm wide
Ideal for cool areas.
1220mm long

Dividers
Available in different heights and lengths in transparent material

Height 25mm
Lengths (mm) 185,210,235,260,285,310,335,360,385,410,435,460,485,
510,535,560,585,610 and 635.

Height 60mm
Lengths (mm) 185,210,235,260,285,310,335,360,385,410,435,460,485,
510,535,560,585,610 and 635.

Height 120mm
Lengths (mm) 185,210,235,260,285,310,335,360,385,410,435,460,485,
510,535,560,585,610 and 635.

Rises
Available in (mm) 3,4.5 and 6 thick.
Lengths available specify when ordering.

Data Strips & Dividers



Divider and pusher
system. This divider and
pusher system allows 
your products to be
kept tidy and easy
Dispensed.

Pusher and divider 
systems allows single 
products to be taken.

Dividers & Pusher Systems



Section divider made in 2mm clear acrylic
and branded to suit individual products.

Product highlighter

Hanging dividers pin point your products to your customers

Flag dividers to highlight 
individual products.

Clip on divider for chest freezers
Stand alone dividers for chest
fridges

Dividers



Hanging dividers pin point your products to your customers

Dividers



Dividers



Dividers



Frames & Accessories



Frames
Available in sizes A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6.
Standard colours available Red, White,
Black, Green, and Blue 

Inserts
PVC inserts for above frames.
Sizes available A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6

Foot
Fixed height 300mm 
Colour grey plastic

Telescopic stand
Heights available
330mm to 510mm
580mm to 1010mm
830mm to 1510mm
Colour grey

Ticket Holders



Magnetic arm with articulated frame holder
to be fixed underneath a metal shelf. 
White housing and transparent arm.

Magnet for fixing frames at a straight angle
to the surface. White housing transparent 
clip. Max load 7kg.

Table stand for displaying frames. 
Transparent foot.

Clips with movable hooks, transparent.

Metal clamp with articulated frame holder for 
shelf edges. The frame is fixed at a vertical
angle to the shelf and swings away at the slightest
touch. White and transparent frame holder.

Clip for hanging frames with opening on side

Magnetic arm with sign holder
to be fixed underneath a metal shelf. 
White housing and transparent arm.

Metal clamp with sign holder for 
shelf edges. The sign swings away at the 
slightest touch. White and transparent 
frame holder.

Ticket Holder Accessories



Multi Purpose Sign Holder



Multi Purpose Sign Holder



SH1
Shingle units.
Vacuum formed from 300 microns clear PVC.
Tear off perforations to allow customising to 
Suit different sized shelves.
Organises a wide variety of products
on the shelf.
Overall size (mm) 432W 25H 552D
Packed 50 units per box

SH2
Shingle units.
Vacuum formed from 300 microns clear PVC.
Tear off perforations to allow customising to 
Suit different sized shelves.
Organises a wide variety of products on the shelf.
Overall size (mm) 597W 25H 419D
Packed 50 units per box

8350
Secur- A-Tie
Permanent locking
Natural nylon
127mm long
Packed 1000 per bag

8320
Secur- A-Tie
Permanent locking
Natural nylon
200mm long
Packed 1000 per bag

These units can be securely fixed by punching 2 holes in the back part of the unit and fixing it with a Secur-A-Tie.

Minimum order 500 units of any one type

Merchandising Aids


